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„On planet Earth we are at home“ – we hear this shout from the racket, built of building
blocks sets, chairs and children fantasy during the Storyline game with imaginary situation
and real emotions. The children live in the heart of every teacher from the kindergarten. We
care for them to be happy and smart: teach them to be friends, to help on another, to play
together, to love the country, to preserve Nature.
Today the little inhabitants of planet Earth are knowledgeable persons, and the teacher is
not the main source of information for them. The pedagogical mastery is now displayed by
picking the right interactive methods, tools and strategies, by implementing computer
technologies into the pedagogical situation. We try to create interest in the children, because
what they have learned while having fun, will be remembered for life. This is the reason why
we present the traffic rules in a non-standard way – reminded by the bikers from a rock club
while the children get excited by the meeting with their powerful machines.
We stimulate the children to do sports, motivate them to eat and live healthy, to keep the
Nature clean. I watch them play football on the grass field of the kindergarten’s backyard, see
their purposefulness and I am satisfied, because they fly by the wings I have given them.
When they water the flowers and trees, the children speak to them. The little ecologists
give soul to the natural objects and thank the trees for filtering the air we breathe, thank the
flowers for the beauty they bring us. The world is going to be better, if we replace the word
“want” with “thank”.
During childhood each and every water drop is magical, each stone is alive and tells a
fabulous story. That is why exactly during childhood we try to inspire the most important: we
should not forget to put ourselves in the other’s shoes. And the children hop in the roles of
bunnies and deers, little snails, bears and squirrels, and send messages to the people not to cut
the forests, to keep clean the rivers, seas and oceans, not to pollute the air.
Planet Earth loves the children indefinitely, they are in its hearth, the future lies in their
hands. Now they are little, pixy, playful, but tomorrow they will grow up as responsible and
worthy citizens of the world. They will not pollute but afforest, not be lazy but do sports and
they will swim in clean waters. But let them play today, and realize through the game that on
planet Earth they are actually home.

